
Trial Reset 4.0 Final: How to Extend Software
Trial Periods
Have you ever wanted to use a software product for a longer time than its trial period allows? Or
have you ever needed a software for a one-time or occasional use and did not want to pay for a full
license? If yes, then you might be interested in learning how to use Trial Reset 4.0 Final, a program
that can reset or remove the trial period of various software products.

In this article, we will explain what Trial Reset 4.0 Final is, how it works, and how to download and
use it safely. We will also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using trial reset software,
and the legal and ethical implications of doing so.
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What is Trial Reset 4.0 Final?
Trial Reset 4.0 Final is a program that can scan and remove or reset the trial period of 45 types of
commercial and freeware protections, including some software that uses custom protectors such as
WinZip, WinRAR, ABBYY, Namo, and more . It can delete or modify the registry entries and files
associated with the trial software, making it possible to use the software without any limitations or
restrictions.

Trial Reset 4.0 Final is not a crack tool, but a hack that can be used to delete the trial license key
and install a fresh license key. Or in other words, it restarts the trial period for a shareware
software. It was released in 2010 by "The Boss", and it is the final version of the program .

How does Trial Reset 4.0 Final work?
Trial Reset 4.0 Final works by scanning your system for registry entries and files related to trial
software. It then gives you the option to reset or delete them, depending on your preference. It also
creates a backup of your registry and files before making any changes, so you can restore your
system in case something goes wrong.

To use Trial Reset 4.0 Final, you need to have VB6 Run Time and Common Control ActiveX 6
installed on your computer . You also need to run the program as administrator. The program has
four tabs: Registry, Files, Backup, and About. Here are the steps you need to follow to use Trial
Reset 4.0 Final:

Download Trial Reset 4.0 Final from a reliable source. You can find it on some file sharing1.
websites such as 4shared , but be careful of fake or malicious downloads.
Extract the downloaded file using a program like WinRAR or 7-Zip. You will get a folder named2.
"Trial-Reset 4.0 Final" with two files inside: "Trial-Reset.exe" and "Readme.txt".
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Run "Trial-Reset.exe" as administrator. You will see a window with four tabs: Registry, Files,3.
Backup, and About.
Select the Registry tab and click on Scan. The program will scan your registry for entries4.
related to trial software. You can also use the Search function to find specific software by
name.
Select the software you want to reset or remove the trial period from the list and click on5.
Reset. The program will delete or modify the registry entries associated with that software.
You can also use the Delete function to remove the software completely from your system.
Select the Files tab and click on Scan. The program will scan your system for files related to6.
trial software. You can also use the Search function to find specific files by name or extension.
Select the files you want to reset or remove the trial period from the list and click on Reset.7.
The program will delete or modify the files associated with that software. You can also use the
Delete function to remove the files completely from your system.
Select the Backup tab and click on Create. The program will create a backup of your registry8.
and files before making any changes. You can use this backup to restore your system in case
something goes wrong.
Restart your computer and enjoy your software without any trial limitations.9.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of using Trial
Reset 4.0 Final?
Using Trial Reset 4.0 Final can have some benefits and drawbacks, depending on your situation and
perspective. Here are some of them:

Advantages

You can use a software product for a longer time than its trial period allows, or indefinitely if
you keep resetting it.
You can save money by not paying for a full license of a software that you only need for a one-
time or occasional use.
You can test a software product thoroughly before deciding whether to buy it or not.
You can bypass some software restrictions or limitations that are imposed by the trial version.

Disadvantages

You may violate the terms and conditions of the software developer or vendor, and risk legal
action or penalties.
You may compromise the security and stability of your system by deleting or modifying
registry entries and files that are not related to the trial software.
You may lose some functionality or features of the software that are dependent on the trial
license key or online activation.
You may miss out on updates, patches, or support from the software developer or vendor.

Is using Trial Reset 4.0 Final legal and ethical?
The answer to this question is not straightforward, as it depends on various factors such as the
software product, the jurisdiction, and the personal opinion. However, in general, using Trial Reset
4.0 Final can be considered illegal and unethical, as it violates the intellectual property rights of the
software developer or vendor, and deprives them of their rightful revenue and recognition.

Software products are protected by various laws and regulations, such as copyright, patent,



trademark, and trade secret laws. These laws grant the software developer or vendor exclusive
rights to control how their software is used, distributed, modified, or reproduced. By using Trial
Reset 4.0 Final, you are infringing on these rights, and potentially exposing yourself to legal action
or penalties.

Software products are also the result of hard work, creativity, and innovation of the software
developer or vendor. They invest time, money, and resources to create and maintain their software,
and expect to be rewarded for their efforts. By using Trial Reset 4.0 Final, you are depriving them of
their fair compensation and recognition, and undermining their incentive to continue developing and
improving their software.

Therefore, we do not recommend using Trial Reset 4.0 Final or any other trial reset software, as it is
not a legal or ethical way to use software without paying for it. It may also cause some problems
with your system or software functionality. Use it at your own risk and responsibility.

Conclusion
In this article, we have explained what Trial Reset 4.0 Final is, how it works, and how to download
and use it safely. We have also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of using trial reset
software, and the legal and ethical implications of doing so.

We hope you have found this article informative and helpful. If you have any questions or comments,
please feel free to share them below.
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